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The effects of temperature and pressure on phonons in B20 compounds FeSi1−xAlx were measured using
inelastic neutron scattering and nuclear-resonant inelastic x-ray scattering. The effect of hole doping through Al
substitution is compared to results of alloying with Co (electron doping) in Fe1−xCoxSi. While the temperature
dependence of phonons in FeSi is highly anomalous, doping with either type of carriers leads to a recovery of the
normal quasiharmonic behavior. Density functional theory (DFT) computations of the electronic band structure
and phonons were performed. The anomaly in the temperature dependence of the phonons in undoped FeSi
was related to the narrow band gap, and its sensitivity to the effect of thermal disordering by phonons. On the
other hand, the pressure dependence of phonons at room temperature in undoped FeSi follows the quasiharmonic
behavior and is well reproduced by the DFT calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
FeSi is a peculiar material and has generated interest
for decades. At low pressures and temperatures, the stable
structure of FeSi is the B20 cubic phase,1 but under high
pressure and high temperature it transforms to the simpler
B2 phase (CsCl-type).2 The B20 phase has rather low
symmetry (T 4 P213), which can be derived from the rock-
salt arrangement by a distortion of Fe-Si nearest-neighbor
pairs along 〈111〉 directions, yielding seven-fold coordination
at the Fe and Si sites.1 FeSi has generated great interest
as a possible d-electron Kondo insulator,3–6 as well as a
possible product from the reaction between molten iron
and mantle silicates at the core-mantle boundary.2,7–9 Many
physical properties of FeSi display anomalous temperature
dependencies, which has been related to its peculiar electronic
band structure.10–17 For example, the magnetic susceptibility,
heat capacity, thermal expansion, and elastic properties all
show anomalous temperature dependencies between 0 and
800 K.15,16,18 These anomalies have been related to the effect
of thermal disorder (disruption from ideal atomic lattice owing
to atomic vibrations at finite temperature) on the narrow band
gap,19–24 as well as possible electronic correlation effects.3,25
Photoemission measurements on FeSi have been initially
interpreted in terms of strong electronic correlations and a
possible Kondo scenario.3,6,10 However, recent angle-resolved
photoemission measurements indicate that the electronic
structure can be described in terms of an itinerant model
and show no Kondo peak.4,5,26 In addition, strong-correlation
effects have been inferred from optical measurements,27
although this point is somewhat debated.28 Recent studies
have also highlighted the importance of electron-phonon
coupling.23,24,27,29,30 Importantly, the electronic band structure
may show a strong sensitivity to thermal disorder, owing to the
narrowness of the gap.19–24 Early phenomenological models of
FeSi have considered thermal carrier excitations between two
thin bands across a narrow gap of width, Eg ∼ 80 meV.12,15,16
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations of the electronic
density of states (DOS) of B20 FeSi at 0 K have indeed
found a narrow gap Eg ∼ 100 meV with sharp peaks on
either side.13,14,17,19,23 However, most descriptions have not
considered the effect of atomic motions necessarily present at
T > 0 K, except Refs. 19–23.
The renormalization of a material’s electronic structure
by thermal disorder can be significant at high temperature,
which is of relevance for thermoelectric applications, for
example.23,32 Temperature-dependent photoemission and el-
lipsometry measurements4,27,31 have shown that the narrow
gap is strongly dependent on temperature and closes around
room temperature. Systems with sharp structures in their
electronic density of states (DOS) near the Fermi level can
be particularly sensitive to thermal excitation of phonons, as
well as alloying effects.33–35 This leads to adiabatic electron-
phonon coupling effects, which are important in the context
of thermoelectric properties35–37 and which can influence the
thermodynamics of the system.38
The thermal atomic motions (phonons) in FeSi cause a
strong renormalization of the electronic structure, filling the
gap,19,23 which in turn leads to anomalies in the temperature
dependence of phonons.23 The metallization of FeSi with
increasing T provides a large number of carriers at the Fermi
level, which efficiently screen the interatomic force constants,
leading to an anomalously strong softening. CoSi, which is
isostructural but metallic at all temperatures, is not affected
by this renormalization because its Fermi level is located in
a region of the electronic DOS that is not sensitive to the
thermal disordering, and its Fermi level electronic density,
N (EF), is rather constant with temperature. Calculations of
electronic correlation effects with dynamical mean-field theory
(DMFT) have also predicted a filling of the narrow gap with
incoherent spectral weight upon increasing temperature,25 and
it is possible that both effects are simultaneously at play. We
note, however, that in the DMFT calculation of Tomczak25
the filling of the gap with increasing T occurs significantly
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slower than observed experimentally.4,31 Thus, it would be in-
teresting for DMFT calculations to incorporate thermal atomic
displacements, which necessarily occur at finite temperatures.
The strong electron-phonon coupling has clearly been
observed in transport measurements of electron-doped FeSi.24
Here we compare the effects of hole and electron doping
on the phonons, by substituting Al on the Si site or Co on
the Fe site, respectively. Full solubility is achieved on the
Fe sublattice in the Fe1−xCoxSi pseudo-binary alloys, and
the system goes from semiconductor (x = 0) to a complex
magnetic metal (for 0.1 < x < 0.8) and finally a diamagnetic
semimetal (x = 1.0), with increasing Co concentration.39,40
Interestingly, Fe1−xCoxSi (0.1 < x < 0.8) has been reported
to form complex helical spin textures, including a skyrmion
lattice in Fe0.5Co0.5Si.41 The Al-doped phase FeSi1−xAlx also
forms the B20 structure, for concentrations xAl  0.2. Doping
with Al leads to a fast increase in electrical conductivity,
and the Al-doped FeSi has been reported to be an unusual
heavy-fermion metal.6,10 It is therefore interesting to compare
the effects of hole and electron doping on the phonons.
We report inelastic neutron scattering (INS) and nuclear-
resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (NRIXS) measurements
of the phonon density of states (DOS) of FeSi1−xAlx , for
x = 0.0, 0.03, 0.1, as well as first-principles calculations
of the phonons and electronic structure. The phonon DOS
of FeSi1−xAlx was measured as a function of temperature
with INS (5  T  700 K), and the Fe-partial phonon
DOS was measured as a function of pressure with NRIXS
(0  P  18 GPa).
II. SAMPLE PREPARATION
Polycrystalline ingots of FeSi and FeSi0.9Al0.1 were pre-
pared by arc-melting pieces of the respective elements (better
than 99.99% purity) in appropriate proportions, under an
ultra-pure Ar atmosphere. For NRIXS studies, FeSi and
FeSi0.95Al0.05 samples were prepared with 95% enrichment
in 57Fe. No oxidation was detected on the ingots after melting.
The mass loss upon arc melting was negligible. The resulting
ingots were pulverized and examined with x-ray diffraction.
The x-ray diffraction patterns for all samples were consistent
with the B20 structure. No secondary phases were observed.
III. INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING
Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) spectra were measured
using the ARCS time-of-flight chopper spectrometer at the
Spallation Neutron Source,42 at Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory. Measurements were performed at low temperatures with
a closed-cycle He refrigerator and at high temperatures using
a low-background resistive furnace. The measurements were
performed with the samples encased in a thin-walled Al can,
filled with a low pressure of helium. We used incident neutron
energies Ei = 80 and 100 meV. The energy resolution (full
width at half max.) with Ei = 100 meV was about 1.5 meV at
60 meV neutron energy loss, increasing to about 4 meV at the
elastic line (better at Ei = 80 meV). The empty Al sample con-
tainer was measured in identical conditions at all temperatures.
The data were normalized by the total incident flux,
corrected for detector efficiency, and mapped from instrument
coordinates to the physical momentum transfer, Q, and energy
transfer, E, using the MANTID reduction software.43 The
scattering from the empty container was analyzed in the
same conditions and subtracted from the data. The analysis of
the phonon DOS was performed in the incoherent scattering
approximation, which is reliable in the case of powders and
large integration volumes in reciprocal space (Q  10 A˚−1).
The elastic peak was subtracted, and the data for E < 6 meV
were extrapolated with a Debye-like quadratic energy depen-
dence. A standard procedure was used to correct for the effect
of multiphonon scattering.44
For a monatomic crystal of cubic symmetry, this analysis
provides the phonon DOS. However, in a nonmonatomic crys-
tal, different elements have different ratios of cross section over
mass, σ/M , and the vibration modes corresponding to motions
of elements with larger σ/M are overemphasized, resulting in
a generalized phonon DOS. The values of σ/M for (Fe, Co,
Si, Al) are (0.208, 0.095, 0.077, 0.056) b/amu, respectively.
Thus, the modes involving large motions of Fe atoms are
overemphasized in the measured phonon DOS. However, the
change in neutron weights between FeSi0.9Al0.1 and FeSi
is not a concern, enabling a straightforward comparison for
Al-alloying effects. Also, the neutron weighting does not affect
significantly the T dependence observed in our measurement.
We performed a correction for neutron weighting for data
at 300 K and ambient pressure, using the partial phonon
DOS for Fe atoms measured with NRIXS. By comparing the
neutron-weighted and deweighted phonon spectra, we find that
the effect of neutron weighting leads to a 7% underestimation
of the average phonon energy, 〈E〉, and the Debye temperature,
θD, in the raw INS data.
The neutron-weighted phonon DOS curves are shown in
Fig. 1. The bottom panel shows a softening of the phonon
DOS between FeSi and FeSi0.9Al0.1 at 5 K. This softening
is fairly large (−3.7%) and results from a combination
of lattice parameter increase and of the introduction of
free carriers (holes). Based on our measurements of lattice
parameters (see below), alloying with 10% Al leads to an
increase of 0.39% in lattice parameter, leading to an expected
suppression of −1.9% in 〈E〉, taking an average Gru¨neisen
parameter γ = 1.6 for FeSi, as calculated with DFT (or
−2.6% if using the experimental value γ = 2.2). The volume
effect alone thus appears slightly smaller than the observed
phonon softening. This difference could reflect the additional
effect of the metallization of the system upon Al doping,
which increases screening and lowers the interatomic force
constants. That effect is seen clearly in the comparison of
the temperature dependence of pure and doped compounds
below. The very small mass difference between Al and Si
(ω ∼ M−1/2) has only a minimal effect, especially for 10% Al
substitution.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, the phonon DOS of FeSi and
FeSi0.9Al0.1 also exhibit very different behaviors as function
of temperature. In the case of FeSi0.9Al0.1, there is only a small
difference in the phonon DOS measured at 5 and at 300 K,
compatible with the limited thermal expansion in this range.
On the other hand, the DOS of FeSi softens considerably,
with all parts of the spectrum shifting to lower energies. This
softening is about 2 meV both for the acoustic peak at 25 meV
and for the Si peak at 55 meV.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Phonon DOS of FeSi (full symbols)
and FeSi0.9xAl0.1 (open symbols), measured with INS at T =
5,100, 200, 300 K (Ei = 80 meV). Curves are vertically offset for
clarity. The two top sets of curves are for FeSi and FeSi0.9xAl0.1 as
a function of temperature. The two bottom sets are comparing the
phonon DOS of FeSi and FeSi0.9Al0.1 at T = 5 K and at T = 300 K.
Statistical error bars are smaller than symbols.
In Fig. 2 we plot the temperature dependence of the
(neutron-weighted) average phonon energy, obtained as the
first moment of the measured phonon DOS. As can be seen
on this figure, phonons soften much more rapidly in FeSi than
in FeSi0.9Al0.1. This softening is already pronounced between
5 and 300 K and affects the full phonon spectrum, as can
be seen in Fig. 1. Above 300 K, the phonon energies of
FeSi and FeSi0.9Al0.1 become more similar. We computed the
expected mode softening in the quasiharmonic approximation
(QH) using experimental thermal expansion data16,45 and the
experimental Gru¨neisen parameter for FeSi reported in Ref. 45.
These QH curves are indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 2. One
can see that the amount of softening observed in FeSi phonons
is strongly anomalous: it is more than four times larger than
the QH prediction for acoustic modes at 300 K. On the other
hand, phonon energies in FeSi0.9Al0.1 are in good agreement
with the QH model (within experimental uncertainty) and very
similar to previous results for CoSi.23
Our observations of anomalously large softening of
phonons with increasing temperature in FeSi are compatible
with the reported behavior of some elastic constants, particu-
larlyC11 and the shear elastic constantsC44 and (C11 − C12)/2,
as shown in Fig. 2.46,47 Our phonon DOS measurements
also show that all phonons are affected, which has important
thermodynamic consequences.
A Debye temperature can be obtained from the first
moment of the phonon spectrum, as θD = 4/3 〈E〉/kB, where
〈E〉 = ∫ E g(E) dE.48 We find θD = 530 ± 10 K using the
deweighted phonon DOS g(E) from INS at 300 K. This
value is compatible with the estimate provided by Vocˇadlo
et al. based on fits of thermal expansion data from diffraction
measurements (525 ± 6 K).45 By considering the partial DOS
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Average phonon energy (neutron-
weighted first moment of the phonon DOS measured with INS) for
FeSi and FeSi0.9Al0.1 vs temperature. (b) Relative change (compared
with lowest T ) for several phonon energies and elastic constants, as
a function of temperature. Experimental error bars are comparable
to the size of the symbols. The dashed curves show the expected
temperature dependence in the quasiharmonic model (QH), using
the thermal Gru¨neisen parameters from our DFT calculations and
experimental thermal expansion (see below). For FeSi, thermal
expansion data were taken from Ref. 45. The crosses and stars show
the relative change in elastic moduli of FeSi measured by Sarrao
et al.46 Open green squares are data for average phonon energy in
CoSi from Delaire et al.23
for Fe vibrations, gFe(E) measured with NRIXS at 300 K (see
below), we obtain θFeD = 465 ± 5 K.
The lattice parameters of FeSi and FeSi0.9Al0.1 were
extracted from the elastic channel of the ARCS data by fitting
13 diffraction peaks at 1.95  Q  9.4 A˚−1 and performing
a Nelson-Riley analysis. The results for data at temperatures
5  T  300 K are plotted in Fig. 3. The results for FeSi
are in excellent agreement with the reported measurement
of Vocˇadlo et al.45 (with a systematic shift of −0.0014
A˚), validating our analysis procedure. As can be seen on
this figure, the introduction of Al leads to an increase in
lattice parameter (+0.39% at 5 K and +0.31% at 300 K).
This is in good agreement with values reported by DiTusa
et al.11 It is worthy to note that thermal expansion is larger
in FeSi than in FeSi0.9Al0.1, which is compatible with the
larger phonon softening in FeSi than FeSi0.9Al0.1. Since
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Lattice parameters of FeSi and FeSi0.9Al0.1
obtained from neutron scattering data measured on ARCS. The solid
curve is from Ref. 45. Dashed lines are fits of thermal expansion
behavior; see text.
we have too few temperature points to extract a thermal
expansion coefficient, we make the simple assumption that
the thermal expansion coefficient αFeSi0.9Al0.1 (T ) has the same
T dependence as αFeSi(T ). Fitting the scaling coefficient, we
obtain the dashed lines in Fig. 3, and we estimate a 35%
suppression in linear thermal expansion for 10% Al alloying
over the range 10  T  300 K. The effect is particularly
large for 100  T  200 K, where α.FeSi/αFeSi0.9Al0.1 = 1.2 ×
10−5 K−1/5.8 × 10−6 K−1  2, in good agreement with the
extra softening observed in the phonon energies [cf. Fig. 2(a)].
We note that our estimate for FeSi is in good agree-
ment with αFeSi(T = 200 K) = 1.3 × 10−5 K−1 reported by
Krentsis et al.18
IV. NUCLEAR-RESONANT INELASTIC
X-RAY SCATTERING
Nuclear-resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (NRIXS)
measurements49,50 were performed at high pressures at beam-
line 16-IDD (HP-CAT) at the Advanced Photon Source at
the Argonne National Laboratory. In all measurements, the
incident photon energy was tuned to 14.4124 keV, the nuclear-
resonance energy of 57Fe. The NRIXS signal was measured
with multiple avalanche photodiode detectors positioned 90◦
from the direction of the beam. Data were collected in scans of
incident photon energy, with E = −80 to +80 meV from the
resonant energy, in steps of 0.5 meV. The experimental energy
resolution function was measured with a single avalanche
photodiode placed in the forward beam direction, recording the
intensity as a function of the shift of the incident energy away
from the 57Fe resonance energy (the data for the instrument
resolution were summed over all runs performed in the same
conditions). The monochromator energy resolution (full width
at half maximum) was 2.2 meV.
All of the NRIXS data reduction were performed using
the software PHOENIX.50,51 The raw NRIXS spectra, given
as intensity versus the angle of the monochromator crystals,
were converted to intensity versus energy transfer. The first
few bins on the low-energy side were used to determine
an energy independent background, which was removed for
all energy transfers. The elastic peak was removed using
the measured resolution function. The contribution from
multiphonon scattering processes was subtracted using a
self-consistent procedure based on a Fourier-log method,51
and the Fe-partial phonon density of states was obtained by
correcting for the thermal occupation factor.
Measurements as function of pressure were performed in
panoramic diamond-anvil cells (DAC), fitted with 500 μm
culet diamonds and a Be gasket drilled with a 130 μm hole.
The sample was ∼100 μm wide. The pressure medium was
silicone oil. The pressure inside the DAC was determined
through the fluorescence line of ruby crystals loaded with
the samples in the pressure medium.52 Measurements were
performed with the cell at (P = 0, 4, 11, and 18 GPa).
The 57Fe-partial phonon DOS of FeSi as a function of
pressure is shown in Fig. 4. The range of phonon energies
at ambient pressure is in excellent agreement with the INS
measurements of the total phonon DOS. One may also
distinctly recognize the different features of the DOS (peak
positions). The NRIXS measurement shows that vibrational
amplitudes of Fe atoms have a larger contributions to the
phonon polarization vectors for lower vibration frequencies,
especiallyE  35 meV. The stronger intensity of the Fe-partial
DOS at lower energies reflects the mass ratio of Fe and Si,
with the motions of heavier Fe atoms more prominent at low
frequencies. This induces a skewing of the INS phonon DOS,
in which the Fe modes are overemphasized, as previously
noted. However, the knowledge of the Fe-partial phonon
DOS enables a correction for neutron weighting (see below).
Figure 4(a) compares the 57Fe-partial phonon DOS of FeSi
and FeSi0.95Al0.05. As may be seen on this figure, 5% Al
substitution induces a slight softening of the Fe-phonon DOS,
compatible with softening of the total DOS obtained with 10%
Al. The effect on the Si partial DOS may be larger but cannot
be measured with this technique.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) NRIXS measurement of 57Fe partial
phonon DOS in FeSi and FeSi0.95Al0.05 at 300 K, 0 GPa. (b) Fe
partial DOS in FeSi at P = 0, 4, 11, 18 GPa (T = 300 K).
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FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) Average phonon energy for Fe vi-
brations, determined from NRIXS measurements, as a function of
pressure, and corresponding Gru¨neisen parameter. The Gru¨neisen
parameter at ambient pressure is obtained from Vocˇadlo et al.45 The
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Debye sound velocity from acoustic portion of the partial DOS
measured with NRIXS. The curve shows the expected quasiharmonic
behavior based on the equation-of-state reported in Ref. 8.
As shown in Fig. 4(b), with increasing pressure, the
Fe-partial phonon DOS systematically shifts toward higher
energies, corresponding to a stiffening of interatomic force
constants, owing to compression. From the measured DOS,
we extracted the average Fe phonon energy 〈EFe〉, vs pressure,
P , shown in Fig. 5(a). From the volume derivative of 〈EFe〉,
we obtained the Gru¨neisen parameter for Fe modes. At lower
pressures, we find γFe = 2.2 ± 0.3, in excellent agreement
with the value of thermal Gru¨neisen parameter, γth = 2.15
at 300 K, reported by Vocˇadlo et al.45
By fitting the low-energy, acoustic portion (0  E 
15 meV) of the NRIXS Fe partial DOS to a Debye behavior, we
obtained the following values of Debye sound velocities: cD =
5654 ± 26, 5824 ± 55, 6231 ± 60, 6639 ± 73 ms−1 at pres-
sures P = 0, 4, 11, 18 GPa, respectively. These are plotted
in Fig. 5(b). Using the acoustic portion of the INS data for the
FeSi phonon DOS at 300 K, we obtain cD = 5756 ± 80 ms−1,
in good agreement with the NRIXS result. These values
are about 10% larger than values derived from shear and
compression velocities (polycrystalline averages) calculated
with DFT (B20 phase, GGA),9 using the relation 3/c3D =
2/c3S + 1/c3L, which yields cD = 5110, 5550, 5830 ms−1 at
P = 0, 10, 20 GPa, respectively. The stiffening of sound
velocities with pressure obtained from NRIXS between 0
and 18 GPa is about 17%, which is in excellent agreement
with the equation of state V (P ) reported by Lin et al.
(V/V = −7.75% at 18 GPa) and γ¯ = 2.2, also resulting in
17% stiffening.8 Thus, the pressure dependence (up to 18 GPa,
at 300 K) of phonons and elastic constants follows the expected
quasiharmonic behavior, while their temperature dependence
at ambient pressure is anomalous.
V. FIRST-PRINCIPLES SIMULATIONS
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were con-
ducted with the software VASP, using the projector augmented
wave formalism53–55 and the PBE-96 generalized gradient
exchange-correlation functional.56 A convergence study mo-
tivated the use of a 12 × 12 × 12 grid of k points for the
eight-atom cell, corresponding to 76 k points in the irreducible
portion of the Brillouin zone. Computations of phonons were
performed on 2 × 2 × 2 supercells, with a 6 × 6 × 6 k-point
grid. The energy cutoff in all calculations was 600 eV. The
positions of the ions and the unit cell volume were optimized
to minimize forces on the nuclei and the overall energy. The
optimized lattice parameter were 4.4492 A˚ for FeSi, 4.4839 A˚
for Fe4Si3Al1, and 4.4526 A˚ for Fe32Si31Al1. Scaled to 10%
Al alloying, these represent increases in lattice parameter of
0.31% and 0.23%, respectively, in good agreement with our
measurement (0.39% at 5K). Spin-polarized calculations were
conducted on the optimized FeSi structure, and no magnetic
ordering was found.
A. Electronic structure
The electronic densities of states of FeSi and Fe32Si31Al1
were computed on the optimized structures, using a fine k-
point mesh and tetrahedron integration. Results are shown in
Fig. 6 (the reference of energy is taken as the top of the valence
band in the case of FeSi). In Fe32Si31Al1, the introduction of
holes leads to a Fermi level shifted into the peak at the top
if the valence band. The calculated electronic DOS of FeSi,
Fe4Si3Al1, and Fe32Si31Al1 are similar, with that of Al-doped
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Electronic DOS of B20 FeSi and
Fe32Si31Al1 calculated from first principles, on relaxed structures at
theoretical equilibrium volumes. The curves for FeSi and Fe32Si31Al1
are shifted vertically by 4 and 2 states/atom/eV, respectively.
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cells gradually shifted to higher energies, corresponding to a
rigid shift of the DOS with higher Al content. Our calculations
predict a gap of about 120 meV in FeSi. This is somewhat
larger than measured experimentally27 and could explain why
the effect of electron-phonon coupling on the phonons happens
on a larger T scale in calculations than in experiment.23 For
Fe32Si31Al1, the gap is about 160 meV, and it is about 100 meV
in Fe4Si3Al1.
B. Lattice dynamics
The phonon DOS and dispersions of FeSi and Fe4Si3Al1
were computed form first principles, using the small displace-
ment method (FeSi), and 2 × 2 × 2 supercells (64 atoms).
These phonon DOS computations were based on the ideal
periodic B20 structure and thus are not expected to capture the
effect of thermal disorder on the underlying band structure
and on the phonons. The phonon DOS was computed at
the theoretical equilibrium lattice parameter (a0 = 4.4492 A˚
for FeSi) and at the experimental 300 K lattice parameter,
with ion positions optimized at each volume. The DOS and
dispersions computed at the theoretical lattice parameters are
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FIG. 8. (Color online) (a) Total and partial phonon DOS of FeSi,
obtained from NRIXS and INS measurements at T = 300 K. The
curve labeled “FeSi, N.W.” is the neutron-weighted phonon DOS
obtained from INS, while “FeSi” is corrected for the effect of neutron
weighting. (b) Total and partial phonon DOS computed from first
principles, at the DFT equilibrium lattice constant (a = 4.4492 A˚),
and convoluted with the experimental energy resolution.
shown in Fig. 7. A significant softening also occurs upon
substitution of Si by Al, which is combined consequence of
increased volume and increased screening by extra carriers.
The calculated total and partial DOS are compared with the
INS and NRIXS data in Fig. 8. As can be seen on this
figure, both the total and partial phonon DOSs for FeSi are
in good agreement with our measurements. All the peaks are
reproduced, with closely matching energies and intensities.
The calculated spectra are shifted to higher energy because the
theoretical lattice parameter underestimates the experimental
value at 300 K.
The average Gru¨neisen parameter, γ¯ = −d ln〈E〉/d ln V ,
was computed for the total DOS, as well as the partial DOSs,
by computing the phonons at several different lattice pa-
rameters. Our results are γ¯tot(FeSi) = 1.61, γ¯Fe(FeSi) = 1.60,
and γ¯Si(FeSi) = 1.62, indicating little mode dependence of
the Gru¨neisen parameter. The Gru¨neisen parameter was also
calculated for Fe4Si3Al1, and a very similar value was
obtained: γ¯tot(Fe4Si3Al1) = 1.66. Thus, in DFT calculations
that do not include the effect of thermal disorder (with static
ions at equilibrium positions), the amount of anharmonicity
is the same in FeSi and FeSi(Al). We have shown in Ref. 23
that this conclusion is changed significantly in FeSi when the
ions sample more realistic, displaced positions corresponding
to finite temperatures. A similar conclusion is reached in the
discussion below by comparing the dependencies of phonons
on temperature and pressure.
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VI. DISCUSSION
Having both the T and P dependence of the phonon
energies E = h¯ω = h¯ω(V,T ) [where V = V (P,T )], we can
estimate the intrinsic temperature dependence, ∂E/∂T )V
using the relation
∂ ln〈E〉
∂T
)
P
= −3α B ∂ ln〈E〉
∂P
)
T
+ ∂ ln〈E〉
∂T
)
V
,
where α is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion, and B
is the bulk modulus. For a conventional harmonic system, or
even a quasiharmonic one in which E = E(V ), the last term is
zero, as the energy levels are equidistant and thus the vibration
frequency is independent of the occupation number. A nonzero
intrinsic T dependence can arise from anharmonicity in the
interatomic potential (departure from quadratic potential),
or from a T -dependent harmonic potential, corresponding
to T -dependent force constants. We have previously shown
that frozen-phonon potentials are mostly harmonic in FeSi,
but that the metallization leads to a strong intrinsic T
dependence.23
We evaluate the different terms above for FeSi near ambient
conditions, using α = 1.4 × 10−5 K−1 from Ref. 45 and B =
185 GPa from Ref. 8. Assuming that the P dependence
of 〈E〉 and 〈EFe〉 measured with NRIXS are similar (a
safe assumption according to the volume dependence of
the partial and total phonon DOS in our DFT calcula-
tions), we find that the first term on the right is −8.3 ×
10−5 K−1. On the other hand, from our INS data for FeSi
in Fig. 2(a), we obtain ∂ ln〈E〉/∂T )P = −16.5 × 10−5 K−1.
This yields ∂ ln〈E〉/∂T )V = −8.2 × 10−5 K−1. Thus, in FeSi,
the intrinsic temperature dependence of interatomic force
constants accounts for about half of the observed rate
of temperature softening in FeSi around 300 K, a large
amount at this modest temperature, which is qualitatively
consistent with the behavior of the thermal expansion dis-
cussed above. For comparison, our INS data for FeSi0.9Al0.1
give ∂ ln〈E〉/∂T )P = −7.6 × 10−5 K−1 at 300 K, thus in-
dicating a much better agreement with the quasiharmonic
model.
These results indicate that the metallization of FeSi induces
a large change in the interatomic force constants and potential
energy surface felt by the ions, which leads to both a strong
decrease of the average phonon energy and a large increase in
thermal expansivity. We note that the change in the potential
energy surface does not affect all phonon modes equally, as
can be seen in the spread of values in Fig. 2(b), although
all the phonons we measured have a stronger-than-normal
softening.
Previous results showed that the narrow band gap of FeSi
makes this material sensitive to thermal disorder as well as
alloying,19,23 and that the metallization induced by increased
temperature or alloying leads to a significant softening of the
phonons. We have shown here that the introduction of either
holes (Al doping) or electrons (Co doping) leads to a softening
of the phonons at low temperate by screening the interatomic
force constants, and also recovers a normal temperature
dependence of the phonons, as the doped compounds are
metallic at all temperatures.
A similar adiabatic electron-phonon coupling has been
shown to induce an anomalous stiffening of phonons with
increasing temperature in superconducting vanadium-based
BCC alloys and A15 compounds.33,34 In that case, the anomaly
was shown to arise from the presence of a sharp peak in
the electronic density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level.
With increasing T , the peak at EF gets broadened by thermal
disorder, leading to a suppression in N (EF). While originating
with the same mechanism, the adiabatic electron-phonon
coupling in these V superconductors and in FeSi naturally
gives rise to reverse anomalies in the temperature dependence
of phonon frequencies.23,33,34 Thus, both types of systems
illustrate the importance of the coupling between phonons and
electron states when the band structure exhibits sharp features
near the Fermi level, and the importance of including thermal
atomic disorder in finite-temperature electronic structure
calculations.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The phonon spectra of FeSi and FeSi1−xAlx were measured
as a function of temperature and as a function of pressure with
a combination of INS and NRIXS techniques and compared
to first-principles calculations. While FeSi displays an anoma-
lously strong phonon softening with increasing temperature,
FeSi0.9Al0.1 follows the regular quasi-harmonic behavior,
similar to CoSi. This establishes that the metallization of the
system by doping carriers has the same effect on the phonons
as the temperature-induced filling of the gap by thermal
disorder, previously reported by the authors and others.19,23
In addition, the pressure dependence of the phonons at room
temperature in FeSi is also conventional, and well reproduced
by DFT calculations as a function of volume. By combining
the results as a function of pressure and temperature, we
showed that the metallization of FeSi leads to a softening
of the potential energy surface for ions, which accounts for
a large portion of the temperature dependence of phonon
energies.
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